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Two kinds of constancy underlie the everyday perception of surface colour: constancy under changes in

illuminant and constancy under changes in surface position. Classically, these two constancies seem to place

conflicting demands on the visual system: to both take into account the region surrounding a surface and

also discount it. It is shown here, however, that the ability of observers to make surface-colour matches

across simultaneous changes in test-surface position and illuminant in computer-generated ‘Mondrian’ pat-

terns is almost as good as across changes in illuminant alone. Performance was no poorer when the surfaces

surrounding the test surface were permuted, or when information from a potential comparison surface, the

one with the highest luminance, was suppressed. Computer simulations of cone-photoreceptor activity

showed that a reliable cue for making surface-colour matches in all experimental conditions was provided by

the ratios of cone excitations between the test surfaces and a spatial average over the whole pattern.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Imagine looking at a coloured object somewhere in a room

and then looking at the same object somewhere else in the

room where the lighting is different. The colour of the

object generally appears the same. Yet the spectrum of the

reflected light reaching the eye is different and the immedi-

ate surroundings of the object, which might be used to

compensate for the change in spectrum of the illumination,

are also different.

This everyday visual task involves two kinds of percep-

tual colour constancy that in the laboratory are normally

considered independently of each other: illuminant colour

constancy, which describes the invariance of perceived

surface colour under changes in illuminant, and positional

colour constancy, which describes the invariance of

perceived surface colour under changes in surface position

(Young 1807; von Helmholtz 1867). In principle, these

two constancies seem to entail a paradox, first identified in

studies of brightness matching (Whittle & Challands

1969). On the one hand, illuminant colour constancy

requires the chromatic context of the surface to be taken

into account (Shapley 1986; Kraft & Brainard 1999);

otherwise, it would be impossible to separate the spectral

properties of the illuminant from those of the surface. On

the other hand, positional colour constancy requires the

surround to be discounted; otherwise, perceived surface

colour would be an accident of location.

The task of judging surface colour under simultaneous

changes in surface position and illuminant should therefore

represent a significant challenge for the visual system,

ostensibly requiring different modes of processing to

achieve different perceptual goals (Whittle & Challands

1969). The aim of the present experiments was to measure
observers’ performance in such a task, which required them

to match test surfaces embedded in pairs of computer-

generated ‘Mondrian’ patterns viewed under different illu-

minants. These simulated patterns were used in preference

to real tableaux of physical objects (e.g. Kraft & Brainard

1999; de Almeida et al. 2004) so that their spatial and spec-

tral properties could be easily randomized, and to avoid

uncontrolled or irrelevant stimulus cues such as mutual

reflections (Bloj et al. 1999) and specularities (Yang &

Maloney 2001) and, more generally, any effects of past

experience with specific objects. Surprisingly, it was found

that the goodness of the matches was about the same

independent of the displacement of the test surfaces within

the patterns, and, furthermore, independent of the

permutation of all the other surfaces in the patterns.

One possible explanation of this position-invariant per-

formance is that a test surface, rather than being compared

with its local chromatic context, is instead compared with a

particular surface in the scene whose position is generally

stable under illuminant changes, such as the surface having

the highest luminance. To test this explanation, perform-

ance was measured when information from this surface was

suppressed. The degree of constancy remained about the

same whether or not the test surfaces were displaced.

In general, surface-colour matching under simple

changes of illuminant can be interpreted in terms of signals

such as the spatial ratios of cone excitations produced by

light reflected from the test and surround surfaces within

each pattern (Foster 2003). The particular variation in the

stability of these ratios as the number of surround surfaces

increases suggests that making matches under simul-

taneous changes in illuminant and surface position

depends on the large-scale properties of scenes such as

space-average colour.
#2004The Royal Society
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2. METHODS
(a) Stimuli

The stimuli were generated on a computer-controlled colour

monitor. They were simulations of pairs of illuminated square
Proc. R. Soc. Lond.B (2004)
coloured patterns, of side 11� or 7� visual angle, viewed simul-

taneously side-by-side in a dark surround with 1� gap between

them, as illustrated in figure 1. Each pattern consisted of an array

of 121 (11� 11) or 49 (7� 7) uniform, square, Lambertian

coloured surfaces, of side 1�, drawn randomly from 1269 samples

in the Munsell book of color (Munsell Color Corporation 1976).

The random sampling producing each pattern was repeated, if

necessary, to eliminate any accidental similarities between the illu-

minated test surfaces (patches) and the surrounding surfaces

(Maloney 1999; Foster et al. 2001a).

There were two test surfaces in each pattern: one was the centre

surface and the other was chosen randomly from the remaining

surfaces in the pattern excluding those at the edge. The left-hand

pattern was presented under a fixed spatially uniform daylight of

correlated colour temperature of 25 000K and luminance

50 cdm�2. The right-hand pattern was identical but presented

under a fixed spatially uniform daylight of correlated colour tem-

perature of 6700K and luminance 50 cdm�2, except for the two

test surfaces where the 6700K daylight was replaced by a com-

mon, adjustable, spatially uniform local illuminant constructed

from three daylight spectral basis functions ( Judd et al. 1964),

independent of the global illuminant. By varying the coefficients

of these functions with a joy-pad input control to the computer,

the observer could vary the chromaticity and luminance of the

local illuminant, and therefore simultaneously that of the two test

patches (see Foster et al. 2001a). For example, in figure 1, the

brownish grey and greenish target patches in the right-hand pat-

tern (marked by small vertical and horizontal black bars) could be

made simultaneously bluer by about the same amount, or redder,

and so on. This device of varying the colour of the local illuminant

rather than the colour of the surfaces directly has certain technical

advantages (Foster et al. 2001a). No observer reported difficulty

in making these matches. The variation of the local illuminant was

unconstrained within a convex region of the Commission Inter-

nationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) 1931 (x, y) chromaticity diagram

(0:250 6 x6 0:400; 0:230 6 y 6 0:400) containing the coordi-

nates (0.250, 0.255) and (0.310, 0.326) of the fixed 25000K and

6700K illuminants. These two daylights are, respectively, typical

of the north sky and of the sun and total sky (Wyszecki & Stiles

1982).

Two test surfaces were used, for displacing just one would leave

a gap in the pattern (an experimental control with a single, fixed,

test surface is described later). With the larger number of surfaces
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Stimulus with test surfaces transposed. Each pattern consisted of an array of randomly selected, uniformly coloured
surfaces, each surface subtending 1� � 1� visual angle, illuminated (a) by daylight of correlated colour temperature 25 000K and
(b) by daylight of correlated colour temperature 6700K. The two test surfaces, marked with small horizontal and vertical black
bars, were transposed in (b). Observers had tomatch the test surfaces across the two patterns.
(a) (b)

Figure 2. Stimulus with surround surfaces permuted. The
patterns, whichwere similar to those in figure 1, were
illuminated: (a) by daylight of correlated colour temperature
25000K and (b) by daylight of correlated colour temperature
6700K, except that the position of the single test surface was
fixed at the centre and the remaining surfaces were randomly
permuted in (b).
(a) (b)

Figure 3. Stimulus with test surfaces transposed and altered
highest-luminance surface. The patterns, which were similar
to those in figure 1, were illuminated (a) by daylight of
correlated colour temperature 25 000K and (b) by daylight of
correlated colour temperature 6700K, except that the
luminance of the highest-luminance surface in (a)
(coordinates (6,4) from bottom left) was replaced by the
luminance of another surface (coordinates (4,3)) in (b).
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of the 11� patterns, the test surfaces were initially darkened in each

trial, in addition to being marked by two steady, small horizontal

and vertical black bars (subtending 0:1� � 0:025�). The 11� and

7� patterns were viewed binocularly at 90 cm and 100 cm, respect-

ively. By making measurements with two sizes of patterns, one a

proper subset of the other, it was possible to test whether perform-

ance was constrained by the maximum displacement of the test

surfaces and the gamut of colours available in each pattern.

(b) Apparatus

Stimuli were generated with an RGB colour-graphics system

with nominal 15-bit intensity resolution on each gun (VSG 2/3F,

Cambridge Research Systems Ltd, Rochester, Kent, UK), con-

trolled by a laboratory computer and displayed on a 20-inch RGB

monitor (GDM-20SE2T5, Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

The screen resolution was 1024 pixels� 768 pixels. The

screen refresh rate was ca. 100Hz. A telespectroradiometer

(SpectraColorimeter, PR-650; Photo Research Inc., Chatsworth,

CA, USA) that had previously been calibrated by the National

Physical Laboratory was used to calibrate the display system.

Errors in the displayed CIE (x, y, Y ) coordinates of a white test

patch were less than 0.005 in (x, y) and less than 3% in Y (less

than 5% at lower light levels).

(c) Procedure

The observer’s task was to adjust the chromaticity and lumi-

nance of the local illuminant so that the patterns in each pair looked

as if they were made up of exactly the same pieces of coloured

paper, that is, to make a ‘paper match’ (Arend et al. 1991).

Matches were made with and without transposition of the two test

surfaces in the right-hand 6700K pattern (see figure 1). Observers

were allowed to move their eyes freely (Cornelissen & Brenner

1995), and were given unlimited time tomake each setting.

(d) Observers

A pool of 15 observers participated in the experiments, 5

male and 10 female, aged 19–41 years, with normal colour vision

(verified by Rayleigh and Moreland anomaloscopy) and visual

acuity. All except co-author K.A., who also served as an observer,

were unaware of the purpose of the experiment.

(e) Performancemeasure

As matches made by observers were effectively estimates of

local illuminant colour, they could be represented as points in the

CIE 1976 three-dimensional (L�u�v�) colour space, and the

degree of colour constancy then quantified with a standard index

(Bäuml 1999; Foster et al. 2001a) introduced by Arend et al.

(1991). Thus, in this space, let a be the error in the match, that is,

the distance between the observer’s setting and the 6700K illumi-

nant and let b be the scale factor, that is, the distance between the
Proc. R. Soc. Lond.B (2004)
25 000K and 6700K illuminants; then the constancy index is

1 – a/b. Perfect constancy therefore corresponds to an index of

unity, and the greater the error—independent of its direction in

colour space—the lower the index. The values reported here do

not depend critically on the choice of colour space: similar values

were obtained with the CIE 1976 two-dimensional (u0, v0) colour

space. Some more general limitations on surface-colour matching

as a measure of colour constancy have been discussed elsewhere

(Foster 2003).
3. RESULTSANDCOMMENT
(a) Constancywith transposed test surfaces

The first experiment tested whether interchanging the

positions of the test surfaces in the Mondrian patterns

affected surface-colour matches. New patterns (i.e. fresh

samples from the Munsell set) were generated in each trial,

and the matches made by each observer were averaged over

16 such trials. The degree of colour constancy was then

calculated. The entries in table 1 ( first and second rows)

show mean colour-constancy indices calculated over a

group of 11 observers for the 11� and 7� patterns. Despite

the transposition of the test surfaces, the mean constancy

indices of 0.70 and 0.68 ( first column) were high and

closely similar to previously reported values for asymmetric

colour matching with fixed stimulus geometry and simu-

lated Mondrian patterns (e.g. Bäuml 1999; Foster et al.

2001a) or real surfaces (Brainard et al. 1997). Without the

transposition (second column), the mean indices were

numerically slightly higher, by ca. 0.04 (third column).

A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no significant

effect of test-surface displacement (F1,10 ¼ 4:1; p ¼ 0:07)
and no significant effect of pattern size (F1,10 ¼
1:1; p ¼ 0:3). There was little or no correlation between

the degree of constancy and the distance between the cen-

tral and randomly located test surfaces, either for the 11�

patterns (with and without transposition, respectively,

r ¼ �0:03^0:11 and �0:16^0:06, n ¼ 11) or the 7�

patterns (with and without transposition, respectively,

mean r ¼ �0:07^0:09 and �0:02^0:08, n ¼ 11). Only

for the 11� patterns without transposition was the corre-

lation significant (t10 ¼ 2:61; p ¼ 0:03, two-tailed test).

Was this failure to find a significant effect of transposing

the test surfaces an artefact of averaging observers’ matches

over different Mondrian patterns? It might be argued that

the transposition had a strong effect which depended on

the chromatic characteristics of each pattern but which was

masked by being averaged over several patterns with differ-

ent chromatic characteristics. This hypothesis was tested in

two ways.
Table 1. Judging surface colour across an illuminant change with and without simultaneous transposition of test surfaces ( figure
1) inMondrian patterns.
(Means (s.e.m.s) of colour-constancy indices were calculated over groups of 11 and 8 observers viewing, respectively, new and
recycled samples of patterns of side either 11� or 7�. An index of unity corresponds to perfect constancy.)
test-surface
transposition
 no transposition
 difference
newMondrians
 121 surfaces
 0.70 (0.04)
 0.74 (0.05)
 �0.041

49 surfaces
 0.68 (0.04)
 0.71 (0.03)
 �0.036
recycledMondrians
 49 surfaces
 0.71 (0.05)
 0.76 (0.05)
 �0.046
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First, within-observer standard deviations of matches

were calculated. They were no larger when test surfaces

were transposed than when they were not. Thus, with the

121-surface Mondrian patterns, the standard deviations of

the chromaticity coordinates (u0, v0) were 0.014 and 0.017

with the transposition and 0.013 and 0.018 without. With

the 49-surface Mondrian patterns, the standard deviations

were 0.012 and 0.019 with the transposition and 0.013 and

0.020 without.

Second, the experiment was repeated, but rather than

being generated afresh in each trial, Mondrian patterns

were drawn cyclically from a set of six constant patterns, A,

B, . . ., F, generated exactly as before. Because the previous

experiment revealed no effect of pattern size, only the 7�

patterns were used, which, with fewer surfaces, should have

provided the stronger test of any pattern-specific effects.

Measurements were made by a group of eight observers,

four new and four who had performed the previous experi-

ment. Matches made by each observer were averaged over

10 trials with pattern A and the constancy index calculated;

similarly with pattern B; and so on. These index values

were then averaged over patterns and observers. Notice the

distinction between averaging indices from (i) matches

averaged over different patterns presented once, as was

done earlier, and (ii) matches averaged over the same

patterns presented repeatedly, as was done here.

Table 1 (bottom row) shows the resulting mean colour-

constancy indices for the recycled patterns. The mean

index of 0.71 with the transposition was only 0.05 smaller

than without the transposition. The mean indices over

observers for each of the patterns A, B, . . ., F, were,

respectively, 0.76, 0.71, 0.65, 0.74, 0.73, 0.68 with the

transposition and, respectively, 0.82, 0.73, 0.66, 0.81,

0.75, 0.77 without. The earlier null result seems not to be

an artefact of averagingmatches over different patterns.

Taken together, these results suggest that surface-colour

judgements are, in general, almost independent of the pos-

ition of the test surfaces within the pattern. Is this true also

for the surround surfaces?
(b) Constancywith permuted surround surfaces

In this second experiment, surface-colour matches were

made with one fixed test surface at the centre of the

Mondrian pattern and the remaining surfaces randomly

permuted in one pattern relative to the other, as illustrated

in figure 2. Only the 7� patterns were used, and new pat-

terns were generated in each trial. The observers were the

same as in the first experiment. Table 2 shows mean col-

our-constancy indices for 11 observers with and without

transposition of the surround surfaces. There was no sig-
Proc. R. Soc. Lond.B (2004)
nificant difference between the two mean indices

(t10 ¼ 0:61; p > 0:5, two-tailed test).

Surface-colour judgements therefore seem also to be

independent of the positions of the surround surfaces. This

is not to say of course that systematic manipulations of the

surround surfaces may not affect colour appearance, parti-

cularly with chromatically sparse stimuli ( Jenness & She-

vell 1995; Monnier & Shevell 2003; cf. Brenner &

Cornelissen 1998), even when remote from the test region

(Shevell &Wei 1998;Wachtler et al. 2001; cf. Brenner et al.

2003). Where the present experiments differed, however, is

that the stimuli were chromatically dense, the manipula-

tions were random rather than systematic, and they pre-

served the spectral and spatial characteristics of the

surround field.
(c) Constancywith altered highest-luminance

surface

If judgements about surface colour do not generally

depend on relative positions and therefore on local

chromatic context, how else could they be achieved? One

possibility is that observers compare the test surface with

certain other surfaces in the pattern, and then attempt to

establish that same relationship for the same surfaces in the

second pattern. The ability to make accurate relational

judgements independent of the illuminant has been attrib-

uted to relational colour constancy (Foster & Nascimento

1994); that is, the constancy under different illuminants of

the perceived colour relations between surfaces, as distinct

from their perceived colours. This perceptual invariant,

which has been investigated operationally by measuring the

discriminability of illuminant and surface-reflectance

changes on scenes (Craven & Foster 1992; Nascimento &

Foster 1997), was initially conceived for situations in which

scenes differ only in illuminant, so that one surface could

be directly related to another: the simplest possible

comparison. It can also be extended to situations in which

scene configuration changes if instead a surface is related to

multiple other surfaces or to some average (possibly weigh-

ted) over the scene as a whole or to a distinguished surface,

such as the one with the highest luminance (assumed not to

be the surface itself ). How these putative comparisons

might be achieved is considered later. There are other more

complex chromatic properties of patterns which are also

invariant under spatial permutations of its surfaces and

which might be used in this way (e.g. Maloney 2002; Golz

& MacLeod 2002). Although space-average scene colour

or the surface with the highest luminance can, in principle,

be used to make an estimate of the illuminant (the

‘grey-world’ assumption (Buchsbaum 1980) and the

‘bright-is-white’ assumption (Land & McCann 1971;

Gilchrist et al. 1999), respectively), the comparisons

underlying relational colour constancy do not themselves

require or provide such an estimate (Foster 2003).

Despite space-average scene colour being well defined

under changes in illuminant, the surface with the highest

luminance under one illuminant need not always be the

same as under another illuminant. An analysis of the 800

patterns used in the first experiment showed that 70% of

the patterns preserved the position of the highest-luminance

surface during an illuminant change, but this proportion

rose to 99% if luminance variations of 5%were ignored.
Table 2. Judging surface colour across an illuminant change
with and without simultaneous permutation of surfaces
surrounding the test surfaces in a 49-surface Mondrian pat-
tern ( figure 2).
(Means (s.e.m.s) of colour-constancy indices were calculated
over a group of 11 observers viewing new samples of patterns
of side 7�.)
surround permutation
 no permutation
 difference
0.75 (0.03)
 0.73 (0.05)
 0.017
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To test the extent to which positional colour constancy

might depend on the highest-luminance surface, its lumi-

nance was manipulated in a third experiment that in all

other respects duplicated the first experiment with the 7�

patterns, which, with fewer surfaces than the 11� patterns,
should have provided the stronger test (Linnell & Foster

2002). In each trial, the luminance of the surface in the

right-hand pattern that in the left-hand pattern had the

highest luminance under the 25 000K illuminant was

exchanged with the luminance of a randomly chosen

surface in the right-hand pattern, but constrained to be

lower than the second highest luminance of the remaining

surfaces under the 6700K illuminant (the chromaticity

coordinates were unaltered). Figure 3 shows an example. If

the transposed test surfaces were compared with the

highest-luminance surface, then performance should have

been markedly poorer. The observers were the same as in

the first experiment.

The entries in table 3 ( first row) show mean colour-

constancy indices for 11 observers with and without trans-

position of the test surfaces. There was no significant dif-

ference between the two mean indices (t10 ¼ 0:61; p > 0:5,
two-tailed test). Some observers noticed the manipulation

of the highest-luminance surfaces, and reported that it

made colour matching more difficult, although this seemed

not to be reflected in themean scores.

To test whether taking the mean of observers’ matches

over Mondrian patterns with different chromatic char-

acteristics might have masked the contribution of the

highest-luminance surface, the experiment was repeated,

but with patterns drawn cyclically from the same set of six

constant patterns used in the control to the first experi-

ment. Measurements were made by the same group of

eight observers who participated in that earlier control.

Matches by each observer were averaged over 10 trials with

each of the patterns and constancy indices calculated as

before. Table 3 (bottom row) shows the resulting mean

constancy indices for the recycled patterns. With the trans-

position of the test surfaces, the mean index of 0.74 was

0.06 less than without the transposition, an effect which

was significant (t7 ¼ 4:6; p < 0:01, two-tailed test), but the

mean index was no worse than the corresponding index for

the same observers with the same recycled Mondrian

patterns in the first experiment without the luminance

manipulation (table 1, bottom row).

Thus, observers might use information from the highest-

luminance surface, as distinct from any other distinguished

surface, but its possible contribution to surface-colour
Proc. R. Soc. Lond.B (2004)
judgements is small in comparison with other sources

(Linnell & Foster 2002).
4. DISCUSSION
Looking at objects in different locations under different

lights is part of everyday experience, and it is reasonable

that the visual system should have developed mechanisms

for surface-colour judgement that are stable under these

varying conditions. Such an inference is compatible with a

general theory of surface-colour perception (Lotto &

Purves 2000; Purves et al. 2001) in which chromatic per-

cepts are assumed to be generated empirically according to

past experience. Past experience, however, is not usually

random: the colour signals presented to the eye produced

by different combinations of spectral reflectances and illu-

minants are constrained by physical factors such as the

locally uniformity of illumination, the integrity of objects

under displacement, and so on. Moreover, if these combi-

nations were random and unconstrained, then it would be

difficult to distil from experience the underlying physical

regularities that allow veridical interaction with the world.

So, what kinds of physical regularities could the visual

system exploit for surface-colour perception? There are

many potential signals, but for images in which the eye

moves over differently illuminated regions, and has little

chance to adapt, an important regularity is the spatial ratios

of cone excitations—or ratios of related quantities such as

cone-opponent signals—generated in response to light

reflected from different illuminated surfaces, either

individually or averaged over several surfaces. For a large

class of pigmented surfaces, these ratios, defined within

rather than between cone classes or classes of opponent sig-

nals, are almost invariant under changes in the illuminant,

whether its spectrum is drawn from the sun and sky or from

a Planckian radiator (Foster & Nascimento 1994). This

stability is preserved—and is actually slightly better—with

surfaces of natural scenes under changes in daylight

(Nascimento et al. 2002).

Spatial cone-excitation ratios provide compelling evi-

dence to observers about the origin of changes in scenes:

during abrupt illuminant changes, natural deviations in

ratios are interpreted as being a result of changes in surface

reflectance even when they are actually a result of changes

in illuminant (Nascimento & Foster 1997), and there is

evidence that such deviations are processed efficiently and

in a spatially parallel way over the visual field (Foster et al.

2001b). Cone-excitation ratios have been assumed to

underlie the phenomenon of relational colour constancy

referred to earlier (Craven & Foster 1992; Foster &

Nascimento 1994), and they may explain the perceived

transparency of different combinations of coloured filters

placed over scenes (Westland & Ripamonti 2000; Ripa-

monti &Westland 2003). Minimizing the variance in ratios

has been used to predict numerically (Nascimento et al.

2004) surface-colour matches in complex three-

dimensional scenes (de Almeida et al. 2004). Possible neu-

rophysiological mechanisms mediating cone-excitation

ratio effects have been considered by Hurlbert & Wolf

(2004). Nevertheless, ratios should not be assumed to be

relevant to all surface-colour judgements; in particular,

they are uninformative in the task of estimating illuminant

colour from a scene (Kraft & Brainard 1999; Foster 2003).
Table 3. Judging surface colour across an illuminant change
with and without simultaneous transposition of test surfaces in
a 49-surfaceMondrian pattern where information provided by
the highest-luminance surface was suppressed (see figure 3).
(Means (s.e.m.s) of colour-constancy indices were calculated
over groups of 11 and 8 observers viewing, respectively, new
and recycled samples of patterns of side 7�.)
test-surface
transposition n
o transposition
 difference
new
Mondrians
 0.70 (0.05)
 0.68 (0.06)
 0.018
recycled
Mondrians
 0.74 (0.03)
 0.80 (0.03)
 �0.062
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To test whether the invariance or otherwise of spatial

cone-excitation ratios could provide a basis for making the

illuminant- and position-invariant matches reported here,

ratios were calculated for each of the experimental

conditions. Various configurations of comparison surfaces

were tested and the results are described in Appendix A. In

brief, ratios between a test surface and an adjacent surface

or a spatial average over a local context of 8 or 24 surfaces

were not stable under changes in test surface position or

permutation of the surround surfaces, but they were stable

when evaluated between a test surface and an average over

48 surfaces, or more. They were also stable between a test

surface and the highest-luminance surface of the pattern,

although less so than with spatial averages. When the infor-

mation provided by the highest-luminance surface was ren-

dered ineffective, as in the last experiment, only ratios

between a test surface and the spatial average remained

stable.

To summarize, in determining surface-colour judge-

ments, the visual system could avoid the paradoxical

demands of taking into account the region surrounding

a surface and simultaneously discounting it by using the

larger-scale properties of surfaces in a scene. Relating a sur-

face to space-average scene colour may be more important

than making comparisons with specific high-luminance

surfaces or local chromatic context.
Proc. R. Soc. Lond.B (2004)
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APPENDIX A

The aim in this analysis was to test how the variation in

spatial cone-excitation ratios calculated between a test

surface and other surfaces in a pattern might explain

observers’ surface-colour matching performance. As noted

in the main text, cone-excitation ratios remain largely

invariant under changes in illuminant, and previous work

has shown that several surface-colour phenomena can

be interpreted in terms of these ratios. Their stability

under simultaneous changes in test surface position and

illuminant has not been previously documented.

For any two surfaces in a pattern under illuminant e, let

r1, r2, and r3 be the ratios of excitations in short-, medium-

and long-wavelength-sensitive cones, respectively. Let r01,
r02, and r03 be the corresponding ratios when illuminant e is

replaced by illuminant e0. The difference between the triples

r ¼ ðr1, r2, r3Þ and r0 ¼ ðr01, r02, r03) is small if the failures of

invariance in the ratios are small, and large if the failures are

large. A convenient summary measure of this difference is

given by the quotient jr� r 0j=min jrj; jr0jf g, where the
Table 4. Mean relative deviations in spatial cone-excitation ratios.
(The unsigned difference in ratios divided by the smaller of the two was evaluated between test surfaces and various configurations
of comparison surfaces in Mondrian patterns of 49 and 121Munsell surfaces, under a change in illuminant from a daylight with a
correlated colour temperature of 25 000K to one of 6700K.Where like configurations existed for the two sizes of patterns, results
were averaged (recycled patterns with 121 surfaces were not used). Entries more than three standard deviations from the mean
with 120 surround surfaces are indicated in bold.)
newMondrians
 recycledMondrians
highest-luminance
surface
comparison
surfaces
test-surface
transposition
no
transposition
test-surface
transposition n
o transposition
unaltered
 1 adjacent
 1.4
 0.045
 1.4
 0.035

8 surround
 0.28
 0.026
 0.21
 0.031
24 surround
 0.11
 0.025
 0.071
 0.032

48 surround
 0.025
 0.025
 0.029
 0.029
120 surround
 0.027
 0.025
 —
 —

highest luminance
 0.045
 0.045
 0.036
 0.036
altered
 48 surround
 0.027
 0.028
 0.031
 0.031

highest luminance
 0.77
 0.78
 0.55
 0.55
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4. Comparison surfaces for calculation of relative deviations in spatial cone-excitation ratios summarized in table 4. Each
matrix represents a 7� 7Mondrian pattern with a test surface at the centre. The comparison surfaces were: (a) one adjacent
surface; (b) a surround of eight surfaces; (c) a surround of 24 surfaces; (d) a surround of 48 surfaces; and (e) a surface giving the
highest luminance.
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vertical bars signify the length of the vector:

jrj ¼ (r21 þ r22 þ r23)
1=2. This relative deviation can be recast

as a Michelson contrast and the terms weighted according

to the different increment-threshold sensitivities of the three

cone classes (Wyszecki & Stiles 1982) or recalculated as

opponent combinations (Nascimento & Foster 2000); but

in the present context the precise choice does not matter.

Table 4 shows mean relative deviations calculated

between the test surfaces and representative configurations

of comparison surfaces in a Mondrian pattern under day-

lights with correlated colour temperatures of 25 000 K and

6700 K. The configurations are indicated in figure 4. They

consisted of one randomly selected adjacent surface, four

rectangular surrounds of 8, 24, 48 and (not shown) 120

surfaces, and a surface giving the highest luminance under

the 25 000 K daylight. For comparisons against multiple

surfaces, unweighted cone excitations were spatially aver-

aged over the pattern before ratios were calculated (a simi-

lar pattern of performance was obtained with averages of

ratios instead of ratios of averages). Results in table 4 are

shown with and without simultaneous transposition of the

test surfaces (results for permuted surround surfaces were

almost identical), and represent averages over the patterns

actually used in the experiments: 176–272 new patterns

and 6 recycled patterns. The position of the highest-

luminance surface under one illuminant was treated as

being unchanged if under the other illuminant its

luminance was within 5% of maximum.

Entries in bold indicate mean relative deviations more

than three standard deviations from the mean obtained

with the largest 120-surface surrounds, that is, ca. 0.03,

which characterizes the limit on the stability of cone-exci-

tation ratios here (cf. Foster & Nascimento 1994). This

value is slightly smaller than that reported in Nascimento et

al. (2002, table 1, Munsell set), where a larger illuminant

change of 25 000K to 4300Kwas used.

From table 4, it is clear that ratios between a test surface

and an adjacent surface or surrounds of 8 and 24

surfaces would provide an unreliable guide to making sur-

face-colour matches with transposed test surfaces. This is

also true for ratios between a test surface and the highest-

luminance surface when its luminance was manipulated,

for which relative deviations exceeded 0.5. By contrast,

ratios between a test surface and a surround of 48 surfaces

produced relative deviations of less than 0.03, and would

provide a reliable guide to matching, independent of whe-

ther the test surfaces or the surrounds were transposed.

The extent to which such deviations in cone-excitation

ratios predict observed constancy indices has been analysed

elsewhere (Nascimento et al. 2004).
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